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Senate Urges Reading Period Before Exams

At a recent meeting of the Women's Student Government the idea of a reading period was brought up. Since many colleges and universities in the area have such a program it was felt that such a program might be beneficially initiated at Ursinus. The suggested idea was that classes not be held on the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday before the beginning of examinations thus giving two additional study days.

It was felt that the proposed program should be worked out in such a way as to eliminate the drawbacks encountered in many programs on other campuses. Three plus two plan was suggested. Since students would have the bad habit of putting things off to the last minute, the second day would allow the students sufficient time to study the least important material. Students should be permitted to spend as much as 30 of the student's time studying. Many students have found that as many as four hours in a day were necessary to gain a clear idea of the subject of the last half of the semester. It was suggested that the program not be of the type held at the University of Pennsylvania. The course reading would be mandatory rather than the regular reading.

Upon completion of a reading schedule for the three days it seemed to be a general realization that the course reading should be studied. As one completed his schedule he would find the last day of classes without delay and the reading schedule would become study early. Since the student had already done the needed reading it seemed necessary.

Examination Schedule

NOTE: Errors, omissions or conflicts in this Examination Schedule should be compared with your instructor's list when necessary. With Dr. Hinke. In general the Schedule follows the general pattern printed the day of the last day of classes.

WED., JAN. 26

TUES., JAN. 25

FRI., JAN. 22

SAT., JAN. 20

MON., JAN. 18

TU ES., JAN. 13

FRI., JAN. 15

MON., JAN. 18

SAT., JAN. 20

TUES., JAN. 23

FRI., JAN. 26

MON., JAN. 29

SAT., FEB. 2

TUES., FEB. 5

FRI., FEB. 8

MON., FEB. 11

SAT., FEB. 13

TUES., FEB. 16

FRI., FEB. 19

MON., FEB. 22

SAT., MAR. 1

TUES., MAR. 4

FRI., MAR. 7

MON., MAR. 10

SAT., MAR. 12

TUES., MAR. 15

FRI., MAR. 18

MON., MAR. 21

SAT., MAR. 23

TUES., MAR. 26

FRI., MAR. 29

MON., APR. 2

SAT., APR. 4

TUES., APR. 7

FRI., APR. 10

MON., APR. 13

SAT., APR. 16

TUES., APR. 19

FRI., APR. 22

MON., APR. 25

SAT., APR. 27

TUES., APR. 30

FRI., MAY 3

MON., MAY 6

SAT., MAY 8

TUES., MAY 11

FRI., MAY 14

MON., MAY 17

SAT., MAY 19

TUES., MAY 22

FRI., MAY 25

MON., MAY 29

SAT., JUNE 1

TUES., JUNE 4

FRI., JUNE 7

MON., JUNE 10

SAT., JUNE 12

TUES., JUNE 15

FRI., JUNE 18

MON., JUNE 22

SAT., JUNE 24

TUES., JUNE 27

FRI., JUNE 30
An Alumnus’ View of Freeland

Alumnus Recalls Freeland As “Source of Campus Activities"

by Loreta Wagner & Tim Coyne

"Freeland was every-...each year of the present college longs for the years gone by. Freeland's annual change in the form of the current student body is highly symbolic of the change that the college has undergone over the years, as well as the change that the students have undergone in their experiences and growth. Freeland, the first and oldest building on campus and the centerpiece of the campus, during the summer of 1913 these structures were Freeland Hall and...Freeland Hall, East and North Hall.

"The college catalogue of 1913 lists...that Freeland Hall was every year the center of student life..."The internal arrangements of the establishment are most complete and the most complete way to adapt the appropriate purposes; the dinners were held, concerts, corals and other performances, being more generous, air and well provided with every requisite for the health, comfort and convenience of the student..."The establishment is...well supplied with pure water, and in this connection, in the course of the ensuing season, so as not to disturb the health of the students.

The very spot from which for nearly 100 years Freeland Hall has been an integral part of the lives of students has been occupied by a new library — or at least by the beginning of the present college year, more class returns for their senior year, two years from now.

Freeland, the first and oldest building on campus and the focus of many of the campus traditions, will apparently be a casualty of the century building boom: the old landmark will be replaced in a few months with a new dormitory for men can be completed to compensate for the loss of room space.

Alumni Recalls Freeland As “Source of Campus Activities”

by Loreta Wagner & Tim Coyne

“Freeland was every year the center of student life...Each year of the present college longs for the years gone by. Freeland’s annual change in the form of the current student body is highly symbolic of the change that the college has undergone over the years, as well as the change that the students have undergone in their experiences and growth. Freeland, the first and oldest building on campus and the centerpiece of the campus, during the summer of 1913 these structures were Freeland Hall and...Freeland Hall, East and North Hall.
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The Very Spot From Which Freeland Was Founded

by Fred Jacob

In my four years at Ursinus I have given many prospective students tours, and in these tours Freeland Hall has always received special notice as the oldest building on campus, and also as the building that originally housed the whole college. Most visitors to Ursinus are impressed by the tall white pillars and New England green shutters. I admit...in the main floor of Freeland Hall. I usually enquired of my guests...about the facilities inside, be...the men who still cherish the hope...We'll Not Forget: A Promise to Freeland
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Increasing demands for better performances from our athletes has necessitated the development of improved training methods. No longer can a shot putter, football player, wrestler, or golfer merely practice his sport during his respective season and expect to be a winner. He must condition continuously, developing his entire body to absorb the stresses and punishement of his sport. Greater attention is focused on weight training, isotonic exercises, and other more sophisticated, conditioning gadgets.

Our "weight room" is inadequate to say the least. Condensed into a tiny corner of an already over-scheduled T-G Gym, the pride of our athletic teams have to hunch their shoulders to find room to do their presses. Their equipment is limited to a few bare essentials; several bars, weights, one combination bench-squad rack, a converted power rack-isometric rack. If he is fortunate and no dance class or girls' basketball game is scheduled for that afternoon, our weightlifters can gain admittance into the sanctuary of sweat and groans. He'll find men's basketball practice well under way, with over 20 B-Ballers pursuing their activity in various ways. The rest of the gym is swarming with grapplers of assorted sizes and shapes. In the tiny corner reserved for weight lifting, as many as seven other men are trying to exercise on that one mat allotted for weights.

For no other reason than the danger involved with such close quarters for the tossing around of heavy weights, the necessity of a real "weight room" should be apparent. Maybe we could get some real equipment thrown in with the deal.

**Penn Mutual Asks:**

**After You Graduate, Will You Find Your Job Stimulating?**

We hope so—so many college graduates beginning new careers, dodging corns in when job interest leaves. Look closely at the factors Penn Mutual offers to assist you in developing one of America's largest and fastest growing businesses.

1. Job opportunities—over 10 major areas for career development.
2. On-the-job training—opportunity to apply job skills while learning.
3. Salaried year-end accounts and participation in year-end bonuses.
4. Tuition awards toward graduate degree or courses related to your job skills.
5. Industry growth—top 2% ranking in one of America's fastest growing industries.
6. Location—outside interests satisfied in major metropolitan areas.

These are the factors that can lead to job satisfaction—a necessary ingredient for success. These are the factors you should consider in choosing your career. Before you graduate, visit our Placement Office or write to Ronald S. Scott, The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company, Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105.

**Paw Prints**

**by Jon Katz**

The Ursinus wrestling team opened its 1966 season at home with a 21-5 loss to the University of the South. The Bears won only two matches in Coach Barry Gibson's first meet as a college coach as the tough Blue Hens (3-1) used six straight decisions in the last six matches.

**Delaware Flattens UC Rivell, Strutters only Winners**

by Les Rudynansky

In the five meet that Delaware flattened, the Blue Hens failed to find out just how far Ursinus wrestling is in for a long road. The Blue Hens won MAC races in a six-day stretch, but their dreams that they would face undefeated Havertford, Swarthmore, and Haverford, are dashed.

UC prepared for this strong home lineup by winning a six-man tourney earlier in the week at Swarthmore. The Blue Hens won 21-0, 31-21, Saturday night at home behind Barry Temple's 12 points. Earlier in the week, an unveiling PMC tourney made it a victory by upsetting the Bears, 15-16, in the Oates-smart pit of a gym.

**Bears Crush ‘Smore Fall to PM**

**Post 5-2 Overall Log**

**by Larry Welfink**

UCB — Delaware flattened UC, posting a 20-6 win in a match played on the Blue Hens' home court. Delaware won six of the nine weight classes, including the first through fifth, behind a 20-0 victory in the 126 weight class.

**Ladies’ and Men’s Clothing**

Your best bet on laundry is seeing SIZ KHO

**The Far Corners**

Just here from Latin America —

- American Gem Society
- Stratton shoulder bags
- Guitar straps
- Pianos and organs (new or used)
- Tiny painted statues (Cambodia)
- Orange Biscorn Coffee House — Friday and Saturday Evenings

**The Rail**

5th & MAIN — COLLEGEVILLE Phone: 485-8916

Take Out Orders.

- 7 A.M. to 11 P.M.

**Breakfast Special**

50c

(2 Eggs, Homefries & Coffee)
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Greek Gleanings

APΘ

All the brothers came back to school on Sunday evening; full of the good holiday cheer. Dr. Dwas even more of it. Brother Mace- ing because their vacation was really complete. The personal reports of all the brothers, ex- various duties during this vacation, have not been re- ceived as yet, but slow movement information can still be told. Ron Dea and Skip Leesy were among those adding to their beauty supply. I case you might call it the Talus. Palace Bob Motz got his hands back in a candlelight sing along. To play Santa. Bob Marshburn was caught up with the idea of a Christmas party. Kim Kimble, Chris Bruns almost learned how to cook. Every one with the chicken hash grated around a broom handle. Who would have thought to put his hands on a rief in a toe. Dick Dea could have turned a infrant. But he only turned a

However a reasonable amount of some aseal dulling substance and goodness was the result of our was re- ceived. It was more of a fiasco. But Mark Mace- ing because Col. Chuck Renshaw, who was previously the Duke, plumped and Eddie gave Pat his best efforts to say that we had to do something for three days after that.

Everyone had a great time at the caption's party. The studio ambition to play "chucking" and guests was realized. The Christmas party was the beginning of another intograft relations, for the first time the reviews were fair- ly well. Skill, delicacy and effort and were developed to a bit art.

Three of the brothers put an empty whisky bottle to good use while Reverend Whites with a sanctimonious voice to the young brothers who were looking for some influence of Christianity.

Football Team in Rider

In Dar Hall lived many of the members of the great Rider football team of 1964. The best University of Pennsylvania football team had four home games in Dar that brother residents near my home. It was reported to me that he was de- cided to death at meal- time. Weekly Time for Phi Sigma Sigma. Every food and dancing and just plain fun was done at the blue and gold stepped to their gala affair of the season.

The Trojan Team would like to extend their congratulations to the members of Kappa Delta Rho on the occasion of their 2.2% on their recent report card. Once again, thanks to Apus for another good job and Happy Birthday to Kim.

Reading Period

Ordering of the lights and the hanging of the Christmas lights. I hope you have ordered your lights thanks to Apus for another good job and Happy Birthday to Kim.

Wes Interview

(Continued from page 1)

Wes's report suggests that the story, the hard, cold, irrefutable and undeniable facts of the "Paul Tooners' " "Kitty Vileypo" " 3 to the 4th floor of the Tiger Hall at the Ursinus College were so bold in the school.

"Always available" Saturday night was reserved for athletic celebrations that could be held on the campus. The "Kitty Vileypo" " 3 to the 4th floor of the Tiger Hall at the Ursinus College were so bold in the school.

KOPPER KETTE

454 Main Street

SEAFOOD — Our Specialty

454-3335

CLAUDE MOYER & SON

BARBER SHOP

345 MAIN STREET

COLELLVILLE, PA.

LITZ'S

FOLLY & Charlie Litz

Chatter & Chew Room

492-9275

NIGHTS

Prominent in local and national organizations as Sears, Roebuck and Company, Gimbels, and Montgomery Ward. We guarantee, in addition to the above, mailed for free as the case may be.

Claude Moyer has been in business for over fifty years at this location. His professional services are available to you at any time. He is ready to assist you with your barbering needs. Claude Moyer has been in business for over fifty years at this location. His professional services are available to you at any time. He is ready to assist you with your barbering needs.

CUCKOO'S NEST

454 MAIN STREET

SPORTING GOODS STORE

Order your Ursinus Jacket thru Cuckoo's Nest

Campus Representatives

B U S I N E S S O P P O R T U N I T Y

UNUSUAL GOLF BALLS

West Coast Corporation recently received a contract for the development and production of a new type of golf ball. The new golf ball is designed to be used in demand by every home owner, and it promises to be a great success in the golfing world. The company is already receiving orders from national organizations as Sears, Roebuck and Company, Gimbels, and Montgomery Ward. We guarantee, in addition to the above, mailed for free as the case may be.

Claude Moyer has been in business for over fifty years at this location. His professional services are available to you at any time. He is ready to assist you with your barbering needs. Claude Moyer has been in business for over fifty years at this location. His professional services are available to you at any time. He is ready to assist you with your barbering needs.

LA FANCY

500 Main Street

Dye all fabric shades any color.

145-9275

Schrader's Atlantic Station

405 Main St.

Collelville, Pa.

Official Inspection Station

Books 'n Things

Complete line of College Supplies & Stationary

MAIN ST., COLELLVILLE

Expert Shoe Repair Service.

All work done right on time. We are a member of NESA, the national organization of all independent shoe repairmen. All work done right on time.

LUTZ'S

FOLLY & Charlie Litz

Chatter & Chew Room

492-9275

Frank Jones

The Complete

Sporting Goods Store

Order your Ursinus Jacket thru Cuckoo's Nest

Campus Representatives

BU S I N E S S O P P O R T U N I T Y

UNUSUAL GOLF BALLS

West Coast Corporation recently received a contract for the development and production of a new type of golf ball. The new golf ball is designed to be used in demand by every home owner, and it promises to be a great success in the golfing world. The company is already receiving orders from national organizations as Sears, Roebuck and Company, Gimbels, and Montgomery Ward. We guarantee, in addition to the above, mailed for free as the case may be.

Claude Moyer has been in business for over fifty years at this location. His professional services are available to you at any time. He is ready to assist you with your barbering needs. Claude Moyer has been in business for over fifty years at this location. His professional services are available to you at any time. He is ready to assist you with your barbering needs.

LA FANCY

500 Main Street

Dye all fabric shades any color.